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SUMMARY

A free-flight investigation was conducted between Mach numbers of
0.75 and 1.35 to determine the effects on model total drag and pressure
drag of (a) canopy location (along a parabolic baly of revolution),
(b) canopy windshield shape, (c) canopy fineness ratio, and (d) transonic- ._
area-rule indentation.

The results of the investigation indicated that moving a 63° swept-
back flat-windshield canopy rearward, from near the body nose to the
maximum body diameter location, increased the model drag coefficients
at transonic and low supersonic speeds. Changing to a vee-shaped wind-
shield resulted in a negligible change in drag coefficient compared with
that for the flat-windshield canopy. When the canopy fineness ratio was
changed from 7.00 to 4.50 by shortening the canopy afterbody shape} the
drag coefficients obtained for the short canopy were appreciably higher
than those for the long canopy. The transonic-area-rule indentation
proved effective in decreasing the pressure drag of sll the canopy-
fuselage combinations investigated to values within 10 percent of the
pressure drag obtained for the basic parabolic body alone near a Mach
number of 1.00. The effectiveness of the transonic-area-rule indentation
decreased with increasing flight Mach number. Comparison of the theoret-
ical and experimental pressure drag coefficients for approximately half
of the number of canopies investigated indicated that the area-rule theory
predicts the order of magnitude of the pressure drag and the qualitative
difference in pressure drag due to the configuration modifications at
transonic and low supersonic speeds.

INTRODUCT16N

The present investigation was conducted to determine the drag char-
acteristics of several canopy-body conibinationsat transonic speeds.
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Other investigations of canopy-body combinations are presented in refer-
ences 1 and 2. The flight Mach number range for the present investigation u

was from 0.75 to 1.35 and the Reynolds number per foot varied from

4.5 x 106 to 9.5 x 106 over the flight Mach-number range. The basic
—

fuselage used in this investigation was a smooth psrabolic body of revo-
lution with a fineness ratio of 10 and with the maximum dismeter located
at the 40-percent body station. The canopies were designed to investi-
gate some effects of windshield shape, canopy length, and canopy loca-
tion on the hag of fuselages with and tithout transonic-area-rule inden-

—

tations. The canopies investigated consisted of flat-windshield canoPies _
having equivalent body fineness ratios of about 7.00 and 4.50 and a vee-
windshi.eldcanopy having an equivalent body fineness ratio of about 7.00.
These fineness ratios are referred to as nominal fineness ratios for
the purpose of identification only since the actual canopy equivalent_ _
body fineness ratio changed slightly (table I) when the canopy position
was varied and the fuselage indented.

The models that were flight tested without area-rule indentation
had the same basic parabolic fuselage shape, whereas the models that
were indented according to the area rule were contoured symmetrically
for a Mach number 1.00 indentation to have the same cross-sectional area
dlstributi.onand volume as the basic body alone. Although the canopy w
locations and shapes were varied, the indented models allow a compara-
tive evaluation of the local interference effects on pressure drag at
transonic speeds. w

SYMBOLS

A

a

CD

‘c

g

1

Mm

cross-sectional area, sq in.

acceleration, tangent to flight trajectory, g tits

total drag coefficient based on a. fuselage reference area of
19.63 sq in.

pressure drag coefficient (Total drag coefficient at supersonic
speeds - Total drag coefficient at ~ = 0.8)

canopy radius coordinate, in.

acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec2

length of fuselage forebody, in.

free-stream Mach number

w
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s reference area (19.63 sq in. )

w weight of model, lb

x longitudinal distance coordinate measur~ from tip, tn.

Y~ canopy center-line reference coordinate, in.

Yr fuselage radius coordinate, in.

~ dynamic pressure, lb/sq in.

7 flight-path angle, deg

3

A total of 10
tested during this

MODEGS

canopy-fuselage models plus one basic body alone were
investigation. Table I nresents a swmnarv of the

10 models and includes the–position of the &nopy-fuselage i~tersection
in terms of the forebody lengbh, x/1. The fuselage and canopy coordinates
for all 11 models are presented in tables II and 111. Figure l(a) pre-
sents a general sketch of the basic body, including the stabilizing fins.
The basic body was ccmposed of two parabolas of revolution which were
Joined at the 40-percent station. The total length of the basic body
(excluding fins) was ~ inches and the maximum body diameter at the
40-percent station was 5 inches. Figures l(b) and l(c) show the details
of the flat-windshield and vee-windshield canopies, respectively. The
canopies were divided into three groups: the first two groups were the
flat-windshield canopies with nominal fineness ratios of 7.00 and 4.50;
the third group consisted of the vee-windshield canopy with a nominal
fineness ratio of 7.00. The actual canopy fineness ratios (table 1)
were obtained from equivalent bodies of revolution that had the same
cross-sectional area distributions as the exposed canopies measured per-
pendicular to the fuselage center lines of the models tested.

The basic cross section of the canopies used was a circular arc,
the locus of the centers of which was defined by the distance yc

measured from a canopy base reference line. The canopies used in the
investigation were all patterned from the basic canopy. The solid core
of the canopy was hollowed sufficiently to allow the canopy to touch the
fuselage surface at the canopy foremost and rearmost points. Therefore,
the location of the canopy base reference line was lowered and rotated
because the canopy was positioned on the fuselage surfacej and the
distance between the fuselage surface and the fuselage center line dimin.
ished whereas the canopy coordinates remained constant. The individual
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canopies were faired to the
the canopy maximum width to
models, the volume added by
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fuselage by dropping vertical lines ~om
the fuselage suF?5?ace;for the indented

.

this method of fairing was considered and
added to the volume of the fuselage to be r~moved~ The flat-windshield
canopy was obtained by cutting the basic canopy by a plane inclined 63°
fkxn the (vertical) Y-axis and intersecting the canopy at a point just
before the canopy maximum radius coordinate. The vee-windshield canopy
was obtained by passing two cutting planes through the basic canopy so —

that the planes were at an angle of 45° tith.the locus of canopy radius
centers and skewed at an angle of 28.4° from the horizontal. The inter-
section of the two cutting planes was a straight line inclined from the
vertical by 61.6° and faired into the canopy body with a smooth curve.
The short canopy (flat, with a fineness ratio of 4.50) had the seine
windshield shape and frontal area as the long canopy, inasmuch as the
afterbody of the long canopy was shortened to give the final profile

—

for the short canopy.

Fi~e 2 presents photographs of a typical nonindented fuselage
model and tilsoa typical ind~nted fuselage m—odel.

—
Figure 3 shows

close-up photographs of all the canopy-fusel~e models tested during
the investigation. Figure 4 presents a comparison of the cross-
sectional area distributions normal to the fuselage axis of all the ‘“ e.
models. —

.

TESTS .

The models were flight tested at the Langley Pilotless Aircraft
Research Station at Wallops Island, Va. Each of the models was boosted
to maximum flight velocity by a fin-stabilized 65-inch HVAR motor. A
photogaph of the booster motor and a typical model on a rail launcher
prior to firing is shown in figure ~.

The models were ballasted to trim out at very low trim lift coeffi-
cients or approximately at zero lift. The experimental data for this
investigation were taken from ground tracking radar by using a CW Doppler
radar unit (and corrected for winds aloft) for velocity and a modified
SCR-584 radar unit for trajectory measurements. Atmospheric conditions
and winds aloft were measured at the time of each flight by balloon-
carried rawinsonde.

DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS

The total drag coefficient for each model was computed, during the
decelerating portion of each flight, from the relation

,.
w

u
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CD =- -&(a+gsiny)

where the acceleration a was obtained by differentiating the velocity-
time curve of the CW Doppler radar unit. The values of q and 7 were
obtained from measurements of tangential velocity and atmospheric condi-
tions along the trajectory. The accuracy of the total drag coefficient
(based on the fuselage maximum cross-sectional area) was estimated to
be within i-O.~~ at supersonic speeds and within AO.01 at subsonic and
transonic speeds. The Mach numbers were determined within +0.005 for
the flight range. The experimental drag-rise coefficients ACD were

defined as the difference between the total drag coefficient and friction
drag coefficient at corresponding Mach nuahrs. The friction drag through
the ~hch number range was determined by adjusting the subsonic drag level
of each model for Reynolds number effect by using the egpations of
Van Driest (ref. 3). A rather prominent joint existed where the fuselage
tip joined the fuselage. (See fig. 2.) It was assumed that the boundary
layers over the fuselage and canopies were altogether turbulent, being
fixed by this joint, and that transition occurred at the ~-percent-chord
station for the fins. No adjustments were made for the base drag coeffi-

? cient of the models. Reference 4 indicates that, for afterbodies similar
to those used in this investigation, the base drag level is of the order
of accuracy of the drag measurements and can be neglected.

.

The theoretical pressure drag coefficients were computed for models A,
B, C, E, G, and I by using the supersonic area rule of reference 5. The
procedure is described in reference 6, and reference 7 provides informa-
tion as to the convergence of the Fourier series used in the computations.
Since the models with canopies were unsymmetrical, it was necessary to
obtain slopes of area distribution for l~” of roll of the configuration
with respect to the Mach cone. The five roll angles for the computations
used corresponded to angles of 0°, 45°, Xo, 135°, and 1800 at a free-
stream Mach number of 1.35. All the srea distributions and their slopes
were determined graphically. The Fourier sine series used for calculating
the pressure drags were evaluated for 33 harmonics and plots of these
series indicated that they were convergent.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The models used in the present investigation were flight tested
through a Mach number range of 0.75 to 1.35. The corresponding Reynolds

number (per foot) range was from 4.5 x 106 to 9.5 x 106 as shown in
figure 6. The resultant variation of total drag and pressure drag coeffi-
cients with Mach number is given in figures 7 to 18.
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Effect of Canopy Location

The effects of canopy location on the total drag coefficient for
the flat-windshield canopy of fineness ratio 7.00 mounted on the rionin-
dented and indented bodies are presented in figures 7(a) and 7(b), respec-
tively. The curves of total drag coefficient for models A, B, and C (non-
indented bodies) show that moving the canopy rearward increased the total
drag level of the canopy-fuselage configuration for the transonic and
supersonic speed range.

,
Figure 7(b) shows the variation of total drag c~fficient with

canopy location for the indented models D, E, and F and shows that the
forward canopy location (model D) had the lowest supersonic drag coeffi-
cient but that the model with the highest drag coefficient was model E
(canopy With X/z =0.50). Since these three models were indented to
give the same total cross-sectionalarea distribution as the basic body
alone, the variation of total drag coefficients near ~ = 1.00 fo~ the

tkree mtiels must be attributed to the accuracy of the data and to local
interference effects. However, the variation of the total drag coeffi-
cient at ~ . 1.00 for the three indented bodies was within 10 percent

of the total drag coefficient for the basic body alone.

The effects of the canopy location on the pressure drag coefficient
are presented in figures 8(a) and 8(b) for the nonindented and indented
models, respectively. Figure 8(a) presents the drag rise for the flat-
windshield csnopies on the nonindented fuselage; also presented in fig-
ure 8(a) are the theoretical drag coefficients predicted by the supersonic-
area-rule theory. Froma comparison of the theoretical and experimental
curves in figure 8(a), it is noted that there is an overall relative con-
sistency in the level of predicted wave drag coefficients and the experi-
mental results; hence it seems feasible to use the area-rule theory to
predict the pressure drag coefficients expected from a configuration
modification. In figure 4 moving the canopies rearward increased the
maximum cross-sectional area of the configurations and appesrs to increase
the rate of change of the total cross-sectionalarea distribution in the
vicinity of the canopy. These changes correspond to the increase in drag
as the canopy is moved rearward.

The drag-rise coefficientsfor the indented fuselage models are pre-
sented in figure 8(b). The results show that MD increases as the

canopies are moved rearward for transonic and low supersonic speeds,
although this was not exactly the case in the total drags shown in
figure 7(b).
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Effect of Area-Rule Indentation

. Figures 9 to 13 present the effect of area-rule indentation on the
total dxag and the pressure drag coefficients for each canopy tested.
Also presented are the curves for the basic body alone in order to pro-
vide a convenient method of comparing the effects of the mea-rule
indentation. In general, the area-rule indentation served to reduce the
total drag and the pressure drag at the transonic and low supersonic
speeds for all the models investigated. The results also show that the
effectiveness of the area-rule indentation decreased as the flight Mach
number increased. Figure 14 is included to present a summary plot of
all the indented models tested during this investigation. Since all the
indented models had the ssme area distribution and volume, the differences
in drag rise shown near M . 1.0 are due to both local interference and
experimental error.

Effect of Canopy Fineness Ratio

The curves of figures 15 and 16 present the variation of total and
pressure drag coefficients for the flat-windshield canopies of fineness
ratio 7.00 and 4.50 mounted on the nonindented and indented pmabolic
bodies.

The curves of figure 15 show that for a nonindented model the short
canopy has higher total and pressure drags than the long canopy. The
theoretical calculation of pressure drag predicted that the short canopy
would have a high pressure drag coefficient and the experimental results
verified the prediction.

Figure 16 shows the effect of indenting the fuselage for the short
canopy and it appears that the total and pressure drags of the short
canopy are still noticeably higher than those of the indented model with
the long canopy.

Effect of Windshield Shape

Figure 17 presents the variation of total and pressure drag coeffi-
cients for the flat- and vee-windshield canopies of fineness ratio 7.00
mounted on the nonindented fuselage. The curves show that there was
relatively little difference in total drag between the two windshield
shapes investigated. The theoretical calculations of pressure drag pre-
dicted also that the vee windshield would have slightly higher pressure
drag than the flat windshield.

Figure 18 presents the results for the two windshield shapes mounted
on indented fuselages. The results inticate a negligible vsriation in
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total and pressure drags at the transonic and low supersonic speeds and
there appears to be an increasing difference in total and pressure drags *

for the two windshields as the flight velocity increases.
.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present investigationwas conducted to determine the total drag
and pressure drag coefficients of several canopy-fuselage combinations —

and to determine the effect on the drag coefficient of canopy location
along the basic parabolic fuselage, windshield shape, canopy fineness
ratio, and aea-rul.e indentation. The flight tests were conducted with
free-flight models flown through a Mach number range of 0.75 to 1.35.
The data included comparison of experimental results with the theoretical

—

pressure @rag coefficients which were computed for some of the mtiels
.-

tested by-using the supersonic-area-ruletheory. —
.

The tests of the canopies on the parabolic fuselage showed that
the total drag and pressure drag increased as the canopy location was
moved rearward to the maximum body dismeter”station. There was,a neg-
ligible difference in drag due to windshield shape. The effect of
fineness ratio was to increase the drag @en the canopy fineness ratio

*

was decreased.
—

Indenting the fuselage for a Mach number of 1.00 lowered the total.
.

drag and~ressure drag coefficients at the :ransonic and low supersonic
speeds for all the canopies tested. The effectiveness of the indenta-
tion decreased with increasing Mach number. Comparison of the model
pressure drag determined by the area-rule theory with the experimental
results indicated favorable correlation in the ability of the area-rule
theory to predict pressure drag variations with canopy configuration
modifications. Since the five indented models tested had the same total

.-

cross-sectional area snd volume distributions, the differences in drag
obtained at transonic snd low supersonic speeds, for these models, were

—

due to both local interference effects and experimental error. —

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., September 2, 1958.” .-

*

“
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TABLE I

DESCRIPTION OF MODEM

Model

A
B
c
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

NACA TN 4405

●

“

c
Canopy

Windshield fineness ratio Canopy

shape location, Fuselage

Nominal Actual x/1

Flat 7.00 7.00 0.30 Nonindented
Flat 7.00 7.07 .~o Nonindented
Flat 7.00 6.93 .75 Nonindented
Flat 6.05 .30 Indented
Flat ;:: 6.33 .50 Indented
Flat 7.00 6.33 .75 Indented
Flat 4.50 4.55 Nonindented
Flat 4.50 4.10 :% Indented
~ee 7.00 7.57 .45 Nonindented
~ee 7.00 6.81 .45 Indented

.

.’

.
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(a) Pad. parablic
bOayana.mdeL3A,
B, C, G,mk21

x, in.

o

R
5.0
6.0
8.0
10.0
M .0
ti.0
16.o
18.0
m .0
2?.0
24.0
26.0
28.0
30.0
2.0
9.0
56.0
30
40.0
42.0
44.0
46.0
48.0
xl.0

Wn

FvsEtAm Coomnm!rm

@on15?asurcdfranleadingpaint

Y=, in.

o
.475

1:%

::%
1.875
2.lw
:.f7w5

2.475
2.5CCI
2.4s
2A78
2.450
2AI.2
2.3GL
2.300
2.225
2.lk5
2.05
1.9$5
l;828
1.7CU
1.%1
1.4U
1.250

(d) Mold F

x, in.

(1)

14
15
16
17
18
19
m

Yrj fi.

(1)

2.273
2.344
2.362
2.3~
2.249
2.238
2.254
2.282
2.3ti
2.3k9
;.;WJ

2:W
2.k.cg
2.404
2.388
2.361

%c?mnatesbef.
station14 and sfteratiticm~
arethe-sstkbaeic~
Cux?ain%tes.

(b)Wiel D

of fuselagq

(c)W&l E

3 1.-
6 l.~
7 1.386
8 1.377
9 1.350
10 1.4e8
U 1.~ol
M L.87k

2.034
z 2.157
15 2.265
16 2.349
17 2.415
18 2.4~
19 2.4+
2Q 2.500

bccdinates before
stction5 endm?kr station 23

e.rethesam.asthebnsfc kdy
coorainatas.

(e)kdel E

x, fi.

8
10
u.
Is2
13
1.4
ly
I-6
17
18
23

(1)

2.5io

%oWmtes wore
Stathn 5 d afterStatim 20

are the mm as the b081c bcdy

mclrdinates .

1.*2 1.275
8 l.mo
10 ~.85
u 1.C?ka
12
13
1.4
15
16

uOorMnateBbefore
station 5 andafterstaticm 24
amthe&ea8fi2e W9Lclmdy
Cwrdinatas.

(f)MxlelJ

x, in. Yr, b.

(1) (11

l.mz l.~
1.6m

: 1.’pi.4
10 1.857
u. 1.915
12 l.g%
13 l.ga
14
15 ;:%
3.6 2.L98
1-( 2.287
18 2.358
19 2.408
m 2.443
a 2A59
22 2.4j’6
23 2.482
s? 2.478

hordinates&fore

station 5 and+3r station24
are the mm as the kale bcdy
Cmrdinates .
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TABLE 111

CANOPY COORDINATES

rStation measured from canon
L

(a) Models A to F

%ation, yCJ in, rCj in.

in.

o 2.250 0.623
1.0 2.200 .825
2.0 2.335 1.125

2.49Y 1.350
::: 2.585 1.395

2.650 1.350
2:: 2.695 I.275
7.0 2.730 1.177

2.750 1.060
;:: 2.765 .935
10.0 2.760 .815
11.0 2.750 .695
12.0 2.739 .545
13.0 2.740 .365
14.0 2.765 .163

(b) Models G and H

,tation
in.

o
1
2

:

2
7
8
9

1leading edge

2.250 0.625
2.200 .825
2.335 I.125
2.495 1.350
2.585

I

1:395
2.680 1.285
2.710 1.110
2.690 : .95
2.635 .675
2.650 .310

(c) Models I and J

tation~
in.

o
1

;
4

2
7

;
10
11
12
13
14
15

-

fe, in.
b

2.095
2.200
2.305
2.400
2.505
2.585
2.65Q
2.695
2.730
2.750
2.765
2.760
2.750
2.735
2.740
2.765

0.115
.550
●935

1.215
1.360
1.395
1.350
1.275
1.175
1.060
.935
.815
.695
.545
.365
.163

*

.

.

.
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(a) BaBic ruselage witha canopy.

I?igure 11- Details and dimensions of mdels tested. All dimensions are in inches unless other-
wise noted.

c1
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(b) Typical canopy with flat windshield

Figure 1,.- Continued.
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(c) Wpical cempy with vee windshield on unindented fuselage.

Figure 1.- Concluded.
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(c) Model C. L-58-2534

Figure 3.- Photographs of the models tested showing the various
fuselage-canopy combinations.
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Figure 3.- Continued.
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——lcodd A, X/z= o.~— Model D, x/L = 0.30

----—— ModelB, %/$ = 0.50-———- ModelE, x/Z = O.~0

—-—)fcael c, X/t= o.75-—— ModelB’,x/Z= 0.75

(a) Nonindented models.

(b) Indented mcdels.

Figure 7.- Variation of total drag”coefficient with Mach number for the
flat-windshield canopies of fineness ratio ~.00 showing the effect of
canopy longitudinal location on drag.
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(b) Indented models.

g-ure8.- Variation of pressure drag coefficient with Mach number for
the flat-windshield canopy of fineness r~tio 7.00 showing the effect
of canopy longitudinal location on drag.
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(b) Pressure drag.

Figure 9.- Effect of indentation on total drag and pressure drag for the
model with the flat-windshield canopy of fineness ratio 7.00 at the
forwsrd position (x/t = 0.30).
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rear position (x/? = 0.75).

and pressure drag for
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13.- Effect of indentation on total drag and pressure drag for
model with the vee-windshield canopy of fineness ratio 7.00 at
midposition (x/z = O.~).
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Figure 14.- Summary of total drag coefficients and pressure &ag coeffi-
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(b) Pressure drag.

Figure 15.- Comparison of total drag and pressure drag coefficients of
models with flat-windshield canopies of fineness ratio 7.00 and 4.50
at the midposition (x/z = O.~) on the nonindented fuselage.
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Figure 16.- Comparison of total drag and pr~ssure drag coefficients of
models with flat-windshield canopies of “~inenessratio 7.00 and 4.X
at the midposition (x/l = 0.50) on the indented fuselage.
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Figure 17.- Comparison of total drag and pressure drag coefficients of

fineness-ratio-T .00 canopies with fI-atand vee windshields at mid-
position (x/z = Ox) on the nonindented fuselage.
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Figure 18.- Comparison of total drag and pressure drag coefficients of
fineness-ratio-7.00canopies with flat and vee windshiel~ at mfd-
position (x/z = O.~0) on the indented fu’selage.
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